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Being a statistician

Stuart Hurlbert (San Diego State University):
Statistics, as practiced and taught, is a
strange discipline. Most courses in
statistics are not taught by professional
statisticians, the most widely used texts
in statistics are not written by them,
and most of the literature of statistical
criticism (like that in this editorial*) is not
written by them.

* More later



A strange discipline

Frequently, ecologists tell me I know nothing
about statistics:

Using SAS to fit mixed models (and not R)

Not making a 5-level factor a random effect

Estimating variance components as zero

Not using GAMs for binary explanatory
variables, or mixed models with no factors

Not using AIC for model selection
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“Always use AIC for model selection or model
comparison”:

Is this instruction correct?

Why is it wrong?
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The Cult of AIC

Burnham
&
Anderson
(2002)



Outline

Model selection—what, why and how?

Contrast AIC with hypothesis testing /
p-values

Forum articles in Ecology, March 2014

AIC, BIC — or something else?
Theoretical properties — useful?
Simulation study

Practical model selection

Miscellanea



Model selection — What?

One response variable (y )

Multiple explanatory variables (x ’s)

Will fit some kind of regression model

Response equal to some function of the x ’s

Linear regression: easy to count number
of parameters (GLMs)



Model selection — Why?

Understand which explanatory variables are
important

Find evidence of relationship(s) between
variable(s) and response

Quantify the effects of explanatory variables
on the response

Use model to predict response values

Predict response at another location or time



Inference, Estimation, Prediction

Understand which explanatory variables are
important

Find evidence of relationship(s) between
variable(s) and response

Quantify the effects of explanatory variables
on the response

Use model to predict response values

Predict response at another location or time



Model selection — Why?

Q: Why not just include all explanatory
variables?

A: They will (almost certainly) be correlated.

Correlation between explanatory variables. . .

makes it hard to identify important effects;
causes bias in effect sizes/parameter
estimates;
leads to overfitting, and poor out-of-sample
prediction.
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Overfitting

www.sciencemag.org    SCIENCE    VOL 343    14 MARCH 2014 1203

POLICYFORUM

           In February 2013, Google Flu 
Trends (GFT) made headlines 
but not for a reason that Google 

executives or the creators of the fl u 
tracking system would have hoped. 
Nature reported that GFT was pre-
dicting more than double the pro-
portion of doctor visits for influ-
enza-like illness (ILI) than the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC), which bases its esti-
mates on surveillance reports from 
laboratories across the United States 
( 1,  2). This happened despite the fact 
that GFT was built to predict CDC 
reports. Given that GFT is often held 
up as an exemplary use of big data 
( 3,  4), what lessons can we draw 
from this error?

The problems we identify are 
not limited to GFT. Research on 
whether search or social media can 
predict x has become common-
place ( 5– 7) and is often put in sharp contrast 
with traditional methods and hypotheses. 
Although these studies have shown the 
value of these data, we are far from a place 
where they can supplant more traditional 
methods or theories ( 8). We explore two 
issues that contributed to GFT’s mistakes—
big data hubris and algorithm dynamics—
and offer lessons for moving forward in the 
big data age.

Big Data Hubris
“Big data hubris” is the often implicit 
assumption that big data are a substitute 
for, rather than a supplement to, traditional 
data collection and analysis. Elsewhere, we 
have asserted that there are enormous scien-
tifi c possibilities in big data ( 9– 11). How-
ever, quantity of data does not mean that 
one can ignore foundational issues of mea-

surement and construct validity and reli-
ability and dependencies among data (12). 
The core challenge is that most big data that 
have received popular attention are not the 
output of instruments designed to produce 
valid and reliable data amenable for scien-
tifi c analysis.

The initial version of GFT was a par-
ticularly problematic marriage of big and 
small data. Essentially, the methodology 
was to fi nd the best matches among 50 mil-
lion search terms to fit 1152 data points 
( 13). The odds of fi nding search terms that 
match the propensity of the fl u but are struc-
turally unrelated, and so do not predict the 
future, were quite high. GFT developers, 
in fact, report weeding out seasonal search 
terms unrelated to the fl u but strongly corre-
lated to the CDC data, such as those regard-
ing high school basketball ( 13). This should 
have been a warning that the big data were 
overfi tting the small number of cases—a 
standard concern in data analysis. This ad 
hoc method of throwing out peculiar search 
terms failed when GFT completely missed 
the nonseasonal 2009 infl uenza A–H1N1 
pandemic ( 2,  14). In short, the initial ver-
sion of GFT was part flu detector, part 
winter detector. GFT engineers updated 

the algorithm in 2009, and this 
model has run ever since, with a 
few changes announced in October 
2013 ( 10,  15).

Although not widely reported 
until 2013, the new GFT has been 
persistently overestimating flu 
prevalence for a much longer time. 
GFT also missed by a very large 
margin in the 2011–2012 fl u sea-
son and has missed high for 100 out 
of 108 weeks starting with August 
2011 (see the graph ). These errors 
are not randomly distributed. For 
example, last week’s errors predict 
this week’s errors (temporal auto-
correlation), and the direction and 
magnitude of error varies with the 
time of year (seasonality). These 
patterns mean that GFT overlooks 
considerable information that 
could be extracted by traditional 
statistical methods. 

Even after GFT was updated in 2009, 
the comparative value of the algorithm as a 
stand-alone fl u monitor is questionable. A 
study in 2010 demonstrated that GFT accu-
racy was not much better than a fairly sim-
ple projection forward using already avail-
able (typically on a 2-week lag) CDC data 
( 4). The comparison has become even worse 
since that time, with lagged models signifi -
cantly outperforming GFT (see the graph). 
Even 3-week-old CDC data do a better job 
of projecting current flu prevalence than 
GFT [see supplementary materials (SM)].

Considering the large number of 
approaches that provide inference on infl u-
enza activity ( 16– 19), does this mean that 
the current version of GFT is not useful? 
No, greater value can be obtained by com-
bining GFT with other near–real-time 
health data ( 2,  20). For example, by com-
bining GFT and lagged CDC data, as well 
as dynamically recalibrating GFT, we can 
substantially improve on the performance 
of GFT or the CDC alone (see the chart). 
This is no substitute for ongoing evaluation 
and improvement, but, by incorporating this 
information, GFT could have largely healed 
itself and would have likely remained out of 
the headlines.

The Parable of Google Flu: 
Traps in Big Data Analysis

BIG DATA

David Lazer,  1, 2 * Ryan Kennedy,  1, 3, 4 Gary King,  3 Alessandro Vespignani 3,5,6    

Large errors in fl u prediction were largely 
avoidable, which offers lessons for the use 
of big data.
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Model selection — How?
How can we compare models?

Using statistical hypothesis tests; p-values
only two models at a time
likelihood ratio tests (LRTs)
t-tests (coefficients); F -tests (ANOVA)

Calculate measure of (relative) model fit
as many models as you like
R2, R2

adj, Mallows’ Cp

information criteria: AIC, BIC, DIC, WAIC

Simultaneous selection and estimation
(LASSO, NNET, CART)
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Fit?

Compare “fit” of different models

Define “fit” — (maximum) likelihood?

Increases when adding more variables

Need to penalise fit somehow (to avoid
overfitting)

Choice between different approaches
reflects choice of penalty

sometimes just strength of penalty

Three ways of comparing likelihoods. . .



Definitions: AIC, BIC, LRT
AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion):

AIC = −2 log `
(
θ̂
)

+ 2p

BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion):

BIC = −2 log `
(
θ̂
)

+ p log n

LRT (Likelihood Ratio Test); vs χ2
p2−p1

:

−2 log `
(
θ̂1

)
+ 2 log `

(
θ̂2

)



AICC for small samples

AIC:
AIC = −2 log `

(
θ̂
)

+ 2p

AICC:

AICC = AIC +
2p(p + 1)

n − p − 1



∆AIC vs. LRT

∆AIC:

∆AIC = −2 log `
(
θ̂1

)
+2 log `

(
θ̂2

)
−2(p2−p1)

LRT; compare following with χ2
p2−p1

:

−2 log `
(
θ̂1

)
+ 2 log `

(
θ̂2

)
If p1 = p2, no need for LRT—comparing
likelihoods equivalent to comparing AIC



The Cult of AIC

B & A
(2002)



The Cult of AIC

The good points:
Emphasis on model uncertainty in addition
to parameter uncertainty

Corresponding move away from thinking we
have found a single “best” or “right” model

Exhortation to present effect sizes

Negative view of post hoc power analyses

Valid criticisms of p-values and hypothesis
testing, BIC, data dredging



B & A recipe for modelling

Procedure for model selection:
Decide on scientific questions to answer

Define small candidate set of models

Fit models, calculate AIC, find “best” model

Use threshold on ∆AIC to determine set of
“plausible” models

Calculate model weights via ∆AIC

(Assess variable importance using weights)



The Cult of AIC
Model selection then becomes a
simple function minimization, where
AIC . . . is the criterion to be minimized.
AIC selection is objective and
represents a very different paradigm to
that of null hypothesis testing and is
free from the arbitrary α levels, the
multiple-testing problem, and the fact
that some candidate models might
not be nested.

“objective” — > 50 times;
“arbitrary” — 41 times



AIC in practice

Minimum AIC selects “best” model, but what
about others?

Support for for suboptimal model by ∆AIC:
0 – 2: substantial

4 – 7: considerably less

>10: essentially none

Burnham and Anderson (Springer, 2002) §2.6
BUT: “is free from the arbitrary α levels” (p.89)



AIC in practice

Minimum AIC selects “best” model, but what
about others?

Support for for suboptimal model by ∆AIC:
0 – 7: plausible

7 - 14: equivocal

>14: implausible

Burnham, Anderson and Huyvaert (2011)
Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology



Theory: AIC, BIC, LRT
Properties of different likelihood comparisons:

AIC finds “best” model for making
predictions given new data (MSE sense)

BIC finds “true” model if it exists
(consistent) or “quasi-true” model otherwise

LRT compares two nested models
asymmetrically, assesses “improvement” of
one model over another

Which to use should depend on purpose of
modelling. . .



Purpose of modelling
Statistical Science
2010, Vol. 25, No. 3, 289–310
DOI: 10.1214/10-STS330
© Institute of Mathematical Statistics, 2010

To Explain or to Predict?
Galit Shmueli

Abstract. Statistical modeling is a powerful tool for developing and testing
theories by way of causal explanation, prediction, and description. In many
disciplines there is near-exclusive use of statistical modeling for causal ex-
planation and the assumption that models with high explanatory power are
inherently of high predictive power. Conflation between explanation and pre-
diction is common, yet the distinction must be understood for progressing
scientific knowledge. While this distinction has been recognized in the phi-
losophy of science, the statistical literature lacks a thorough discussion of the
many differences that arise in the process of modeling for an explanatory ver-
sus a predictive goal. The purpose of this article is to clarify the distinction
between explanatory and predictive modeling, to discuss its sources, and to
reveal the practical implications of the distinction to each step in the model-
ing process.

Key words and phrases: Explanatory modeling, causality, predictive mod-
eling, predictive power, statistical strategy, data mining, scientific research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Looking at how statistical models are used in dif-
ferent scientific disciplines for the purpose of theory
building and testing, one finds a range of perceptions
regarding the relationship between causal explanation
and empirical prediction. In many scientific fields such
as economics, psychology, education, and environmen-
tal science, statistical models are used almost exclu-
sively for causal explanation, and models that possess
high explanatory power are often assumed to inher-
ently possess predictive power. In fields such as natural
language processing and bioinformatics, the focus is on
empirical prediction with only a slight and indirect re-
lation to causal explanation. And yet in other research
fields, such as epidemiology, the emphasis on causal
explanation versus empirical prediction is more mixed.
Statistical modeling for description, where the purpose
is to capture the data structure parsimoniously, and
which is the most commonly developed within the field
of statistics, is not commonly used for theory building
and testing in other disciplines. Hence, in this article I

Galit Shmueli is Associate Professor of Statistics,
Department of Decision, Operations and Information
Technologies, Robert H. Smith School of Business,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742,
USA (e-mail: gshmueli@umd.edu).

focus on the use of statistical modeling for causal ex-
planation and for prediction. My main premise is that
the two are often conflated, yet the causal versus pre-
dictive distinction has a large impact on each step of the
statistical modeling process and on its consequences.
Although not explicitly stated in the statistics method-
ology literature, applied statisticians instinctively sense
that predicting and explaining are different. This article
aims to fill a critical void: to tackle the distinction be-
tween explanatory modeling and predictive modeling.

Clearing the current ambiguity between the two is
critical not only for proper statistical modeling, but
more importantly, for proper scientific usage. Both ex-
planation and prediction are necessary for generating
and testing theories, yet each plays a different role in
doing so. The lack of a clear distinction within statistics
has created a lack of understanding in many disciplines
of the difference between building sound explanatory
models versus creating powerful predictive models, as
well as confusing explanatory power with predictive
power. The implications of this omission and the lack
of clear guidelines on how to model for explanatory
versus predictive goals are considerable for both scien-
tific research and practice and have also contributed to
the gap between academia and practice.

I start by defining what I term explaining and pre-
dicting. These definitions are chosen to reflect the dis-

289



Purpose of modelling

Theory suggests:

AIC optimal for prediction

BIC useful for explanation

LRT for assessing whether a given effect
or set of effects is “important”

How useful is this distinction in practice?



AIC and p-values

Ecology, 95(3), 2014, pp. 611–617
� 2014 by the Ecological Society of America

In defense of P values

PAUL A. MURTAUGH
1

Department of Statistics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331 USA

Abstract. Statistical hypothesis testing has been widely criticized by ecologists in recent
years. I review some of the more persistent criticisms of P values and argue that most stem
from misunderstandings or incorrect interpretations, rather than from intrinsic shortcomings
of the P value. I show that P values are intimately linked to confidence intervals and to
differences in Akaike’s information criterion (DAIC), two metrics that have been advocated as
replacements for the P value. The choice of a threshold value of DAIC that breaks ties among
competing models is as arbitrary as the choice of the probability of a Type I error in
hypothesis testing, and several other criticisms of the P value apply equally to DAIC. Since P
values, confidence intervals, and DAIC are based on the same statistical information, all have
their places in modern statistical practice. The choice of which to use should be stylistic,
dictated by details of the application rather than by dogmatic, a priori considerations.

Key words: AIC; confidence interval; null hypothesis; P value; significance testing.

In the 1970s, a number of authors argued for the

systematic use of null and alternative hypotheses when

framing research questions in ecology (e.g., see Strong

1980). They were later rebutted by others who judged

this approach was overly restrictive and potentially

misleading (Quinn and Dunham 1983, Loehle 1987). An

interesting analogue to that history has occurred more

recently in the realm of statistical hypothesis testing in

ecology. Long a mainstay in ecological data analysis, the

use of hypothesis testing has been increasingly frowned

upon in recent years (Johnson 1999, Anderson et al.

2000, Burnham and Anderson 2002, Gerrodette 2011).

The tone of the criticisms has been surprisingly

vehement, accompanied by much hand wringing about

the future of a science that is still so burdened with

statistical hypothesis testing (e.g., see Anderson et al.

2001, Fidler et al. 2006, Martinez-Abrain 2008, Gerro-

dette 2011). Anderson et al. (2000) generalize their

criticisms beyond ecology, commenting that ‘‘tests of

statistical null hypotheses have relatively little utility in

science . . . .’’ Most of the critics of significance testing

advocate alternative approaches based on information-

theoretic criteria or Bayesian statistics (Johnson 1999,

Burnham and Anderson 2002, Hobbs and Hilborn 2006,

Lukacs et al. 2007).

Stephens et al. (2005) summarize, and respond to,

recent criticisms of statistical hypothesis testing in

ecology, arguing that some are unfounded and others

stem from misuse of these procedures by practitioners.

Hurlbert and Lombardi (2009) also consider criticisms

that have been leveled against significance testing,

noting that most of them ‘‘concern the misuse and

misinterpretation of significance and P values by

investigators and not the inherent properties ... of the

tests or P values themselves,’’ and they make suggestions

for the appropriate use and interpretation of P values.

Mundry (2011) discusses some of the limitations of

information-theoretic methods and argues for a bal-

anced approach in which both those methods and

hypothesis testing are used, with the choice of method

dictated by the circumstances of the analysis.

In this paper, I review and comment on some of the

more persistent criticisms of statistical hypothesis testing

in ecology, focusing on the centerpiece of that approach,

the P value. Addressing suggestions that confidence

intervals and information-theoretic criteria are superior

to P values, I argue that, since all three tools are based

on the same statistical information, the choice of which

summary to present should be largely stylistic, depend-

ing on details of the application at hand. I conclude that

P values, confidence intervals, and information-theoretic

criteria all have their places in sound statistical practice,

and that none of them should be excluded based on

dogmatic, a priori considerations.

The definition and interpretation of the P value

Consider the comparison of two nested linear

models, i.e., two models such that one (the ‘‘reduced’’

model) is a special case of the other (the ‘‘full’’ model).

Let h ¼ (h1, . . . , hp) 0 be the vector of unknown

parameters for the full model, and assume that the

Manuscript received 28 March 2013; accepted 25 April 2013;
final version received 29 May 2013. Corresponding Editor:
A. M. Ellison. For reprints of this Forum, see footnote 1, p.
609.

1 E-mail: murtaugh@science.oregonstate.edu
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AIC and p-values

∆AIC and (LRT) p-values linked

Criticisms of p-values more on misuse

Report p-values and effect size

AIC, BIC and p-values methods all have
their uses



AIC and p-values

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

0
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10
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p−value

∆A
IC

n=10
n=20
n=50
n=∞

From Murtaugh
Ecology (2014),
Fig. 2:

Direct comparison

Two models, differ
by one parameter



AIC and p-values

Two models, differ by one parameter

Larger model must have larger log
likelihood by 1 to have lower AIC

Corresponds to p-value of 0.157
why AIC likes “bigger models”

For ∆AIC = 2, p ≈ 0.046

∆AIC and p are different points on the
same curve(s)



AIC in practice. . .

Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Var 4 Var 5 AIC ∆AIC Weight
-0.539 -0.602 1789.73 0.00 0.26

(± 0.244) (± 0.190)
-0.674 -0.609 0.173 1791.38 1.65 0.12

(± 0.336) (± 0.192) (± 0.295)
-0.544 0.003 -0.566 1791.60 1.86 0.10

(± 0.245) (± 0.008) (± 0.214)
-0.090 -0.541 -0.574 1791.66 1.93 0.10

(± 0.333) (± 0.244) (± 0.217)
-0.641 1792.23 2.50 0.08

(± 0.201)
-0.070 -0.670 -0.586 0.167 1793.34 3.61 0.04

(± 0.335) (± 0.336) (± 0.220) (± 0.296)
-0.622 -0.212 1793.34 3.61 0.04

(± 0.198) (± 0.222)
-0.662 0.001 -0.591 0.155 1793.35 3.62 0.04

(± 0.344) (± 0.008) (± -0.591) (± 0.316)



AIC in practice. . .

3.5 Example 4: Sage Grouse Survival 131

Each of the four models with an environmental covariate has a�i value less
than 2 and seems to provide support for the hypotheses that annual survival
probabilities are related to temperature or precipitation. However, upon closer
examination, it can be seen that the value of the maximized log-likelihood is
very similar to the best model in Table 3.9, without any covariates. Thus, the
inclusion of models with a covariate has not improved the fit of the model
to the data. The best model without a covariate has 4 parameters, whereas
the covariate models have 5 parameters. This difference in the number of
parameters explains most of the difference in the AICc values between the best
model and the 4 models with a covariate. Hence, upon closer examination,
there is virtually no support for any of the covariates from these data. This
leads to a point that is important in general.

Models Within Two Units of the Best Model
Models having �i within about 0–2 units of the best model should be

examined to see whether they differ from the best model by 1 parameter and
have essentially the same values of the maximized log-likelihood as the best
model.

In this case, the larger model is not really supported or competitive, but
rather is “close” only because it adds 1 parameter and therefore will be within
2 �i units, even though the fit, as measured by the log-likelihood value, is
not improved.

Further insights into the sage grouse data can be obtained from the Akaike
weights for the first 17 models in Table 3.9 (ignoring here models 18–21). In
this case, the weight for the AICmin model {Sa, ra} is 0.773, while the second-
best model {S, r} has a weight of 0.085 (evidence ratio � 9.1). The third-
and fourth-best models had weights of 0.073 and 0.050, while the weights for
the other models were nearly zero (the sum of the Akaike weights for the 13
remaining models was < 0.02). The annual variation in conditional survival
probabilities was small (temporal process variation σ̂ s � 0.0426 for adults and
0.0279 for subadults); thus model {Sa, ra} seems reasonable. Models ranked 2–
4 all had fewer parameters than the AICmin model. Thus, conditional sampling
variances from those models were smaller than from the AICmin model. In
addition, these three models had small Akaike weights. These considerations
lead to some trust in the conditional sampling variances from the best model
as a reasonable reflection of the precision of the parameter estimates.

3.5.4 Hypothesis Tests for Year-Dependent Survival Probabilities

Zablan (1993) computed a likelihood ratio test between models {Sa, ra∗t} and
{Sa∗t , ra∗t} (the global model) using the program BROWNIE and found strong
evidence of year-dependent survival (χ2 � 46.78, 26 df,P � 0.007). Program
MARK provides similar results (χ2 � 46.03, 26 df, P � 0.009). This test
allowed a fairly general structure on the reporting probabilities and therefore
seemed convincing and provided evidence that survival probabilities varied



Previous slide

That sounds like a rationale
for doing a LRT



AIC vs. p-values

Consider (from Burnham and Anderson
(Springer, 2002) §6.9.3) a set of models
with equal AIC, differing by j parameters
from a null model.

LRT statistics and p-values shown
in the table.

“The solution to this dilemma is a
matter of which model selection ap-
proach has a sound theoretical basis:
AIC does, LRT does not.”



AIC vs. p-values

Is this valid?

No!!

Conclusions differ because there
are two fundamentally different questions
being answered:

AIC: is it worth having all the extra
parameters?

LRT: is it worth having any of the
extra parameters?



“Uninformed pronunciamentos”

Editorial

David Trafimow and Michael Marks

New Mexico State University

The Basic and Applied Social Psychology (BASP) 2014
Editorial emphasized that the null hypothesis signifi-
cance testing procedure (NHSTP) is invalid, and thus
authors would be not required to perform it (Trafimow,
2014). However, to allow authors a grace period, the
Editorial stopped short of actually banning the NHSTP.
The purpose of the present Editorial is to announce that
the grace period is over. From now on, BASP is banning
the NHSTP.

With the banning of the NHSTP from BASP, what
are the implications for authors? The following are
anticipated questions and their corresponding answers.

Question 1. Will manuscripts with p-values be desk
rejected automatically?

Answer to Question 1. No. If manuscripts pass the
preliminary inspection, they will be sent out for review.
But prior to publication, authors will have to remove all
vestiges of the NHSTP (p-values, t-values, F-values,
statements about ‘‘significant’’ differences or lack
thereof, and so on).

Question 2. What about other types of inferential stat-
istics such as confidence intervals or Bayesian methods?

Answer to Question 2. Confidence intervals suffer
from an inverse inference problem that is not very differ-
ent from that suffered by the NHSTP. In the NHSTP,
the problem is in traversing the distance from the prob-
ability of the finding, given the null hypothesis, to the
probability of the null hypothesis, given the finding.
Regarding confidence intervals, the problem is that,
for example, a 95% confidence interval does not indicate
that the parameter of interest has a 95% probability
of being within the interval. Rather, it means merely
that if an infinite number of samples were taken and
confidence intervals computed, 95% of the confidence
intervals would capture the population parameter.
Analogous to how the NHSTP fails to provide the prob-
ability of the null hypothesis, which is needed to provide

a strong case for rejecting it, confidence intervals do not
provide a strong case for concluding that the population
parameter of interest is likely to be within the stated
interval. Therefore, confidence intervals also are banned
from BASP.

Bayesian procedures are more interesting. The usual
problem with Bayesian procedures is that they depend
on some sort of Laplacian assumption to generate num-
bers where none exist. The Laplacian assumption is that
when in a state of ignorance, the researcher should
assign an equal probability to each possibility. The
problems are well documented (Chihara, 1994; Fisher,
1973; Glymour, 1980; Popper, 1983; Suppes, 1994;
Trafimow, 2003, 2005, 2006). However, there have been
Bayesian proposals that at least somewhat circumvent
the Laplacian assumption, and there might even be cases
where there are strong grounds for assuming that the
numbers really are there (see Fisher, 1973, for an
example). Consequently, with respect to Bayesian pro-
cedures, we reserve the right to make case-by-case
judgments, and thus Bayesian procedures are neither
required nor banned from BASP.

Question 3. Are any inferential statistical procedures
required?

Answer to Question 3. No, because the state of the art
remains uncertain. However, BASP will require strong
descriptive statistics, including effect sizes. We also
encourage the presentation of frequency or distribu-
tional data when this is feasible. Finally, we encourage
the use of larger sample sizes than is typical in much psy-
chology research, because as the sample size increases,
descriptive statistics become increasingly stable and
sampling error is less of a problem. However, we will
stop short of requiring particular sample sizes, because
it is possible to imagine circumstances where more
typical sample sizes might be justifiable.

We conclude with one last thought. Some might view
the NHSTP ban as indicating that it will be easier to
publish in BASP, or that less rigorous manuscripts will
be acceptable. This is not so. On the contrary, we believe

Correspondence should be sent to David Trafimow, Department of

Psychology, MSC 3452, New Mexico State University, P.O. Box

30001, Las Cruces, NM 88003-8001. E-mail: dtrafimo@nmsu.edu

BASIC AND APPLIED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 37:1–2, 2015
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AIC, BIC — or something else?

Ecology, 95(3), 2014, pp. 631–636
� 2014 by the Ecological Society of America

Model selection for ecologists: the worldviews of AIC and BIC

KEN AHO,1,4 DEWAYNE DERRYBERRY,2 AND TERI PETERSON
3

1Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho 83209 USA
2Department of Mathematics, Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho 83209 USA
3Division of Health Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho 83209 USA

INTRODUCTION

Ecologists frequently ask questions that are best

addressed with a model comparison approach. Under

this system, the merit of several models is considered

without necessarily requiring that (1) models are nested,

(2) one of the models is true, and (3) only current data be

used. This is in marked contrast to the pragmatic blend

of Neyman-Pearson and Fisherian significance testing

conventionally emphasized in biometric texts (Christen-

sen 2005), in which (1) just two hypotheses are under

consideration, representing a pairwise comparison of

models, (2) one of the models, H0, is assumed to be true,

and (3) a single data set is used to quantify evidence

concerning H0.

As Murtaugh (2014) noted, null hypothesis testing can

be extended to certain highly structured multi-model

situations (nested with a clear sequence of tests), such as

extra sums of squares approaches in general linear

models, and drop in deviance tests in generalized linear

models. This is especially true when there is the

expectation that higher order interactions are not

significant or nonexistent, and the testing of main effects

does not depend on the order of the tests (as with

completely balanced designs). There are, however, three

scientific frameworks that are poorly handled by

traditional hypothesis testing.

First, in questions requiring model comparison and

selection, the null hypothesis testing paradigm becomes

strained. Candidate models may be non-nested, a wide

number of plausible models may exist, and all of the

models may be approximations to reality. In this

context, we are not assessing which model is correct

(since none are correct), but which model has the best

predictive accuracy, in particular, which model is

expected to fit future observations well. Extensive

ecological examples can be found in Johnson and

Omland (2004), Burnham and Anderson (2002), and

Anderson (2008).

Second, the null hypothesis testing paradigm is often

inadequate for making inferences concerning the falsi-

fication or confirmation of scientific claims because it

does not explicitly consider prior information. Scientists

often do not consider a single data set to be adequate for

research hypothesis rejection (Quinn and Keough

2002:35), particularly for complex hypotheses with a

low degree of falsifiability (i.e., Popper 1959:266).

Similarly, the support of hypotheses in the generation

of scientific theories requires repeated corroboration

(Ayala et al. 2008).

Third, ecologists and other scientists are frequently

concerned with the plausibility of existing or default

models, what statistician would consider null hypotheses

(e.g., the ideal free distribution, classic insular biogeog-

raphy, mathematic models for species interactions,

archetypes for community succession and assembly,

etc.). However, null hypothesis testing is structured in

such a way that the null hypothesis cannot be directly

supported by evidence. Introductory statistical and

biometric textbooks go to great lengths to make this

conceptual point (e.g., DeVeaux et al. 2013:511, 618,

Moore 2010:376, Devore and Peck 1997:300–303).

PARSIMONY: FIT VS. COMPLEXITY

In deciding which model is the best, criteria are

necessary that allow model comparisons. While some

scientists feel that more complex models are always

more desirable (cf. Gelman 2009), others prefer those

that balance uncertainty, caused by excessively complex

models, and bias, resulting from overly simplistic

models. The latter approach emphasizes parsimony. A

parsimonious model should (Aho 2013), ‘‘be based on

(be subset from) a set of parameters identified by the

investigator as ecologically important, including, if

necessary, covariates, interactions, and higher order

terms, and have as few parameters as possible (be as

simple as possible, but no simpler).’’

Consider the examination of species population

descriptor (e.g., number of individuals) as a function

of an environmental factor in which the true relationship

between Y and X is Yi¼ eðXi�0:5Þ � 1þ ei, where ei ; N(0,

0.01) (black lines in Fig. 1). We randomly sample for the

conditional values of Yi 10 times and apply two models,

a simple linear regression (Fig. 1a), and a fifth-order

polynomial (Fig. 1b). The simpler model underfits the

data and misses the nonlinear association of Y and X

Manuscript received 26 July 2013; revised 7 August 2013;
accepted 12 August 2013. Corresponding Editor: A. M. Ellison.
For reprints of this Forum, see footnote 1, p. 609.

4 E-mail: ahoken@isu.edu
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Argument for AIC above BIC

Aho et al. argue that in biology, any “true” model
is too complex to model exactly (p >> n)

Very many, very small effects.

The correct model is not one of the
candidate models, so consistency is
irrelevant.

While consistency per se seems not a useful
concept here, BIC might still be useful



Shibata, Biometrika, 1981

. . . paper which shows “optimality” of AIC (and
hence not BIC), with respect to:

[t]he expectation, with respect to future
observations, of the sum of squared
errors of prediction

BUT: future observations are from the same
population as the current data.

Ecologists routinely apply model for one
time/place to a different time/place!



Shibata, Biometrika, 1981

. . . paper which shows “optimality” of AIC (and
hence not BIC), with respect to:

[t]he expectation, with respect to future
observations, of the sum of squared
errors of prediction

BUT: future observations are from the same
population as the current data.

Ecologists routinely apply model for one
time/place to a different time/place!



AIC vs. BIC - Simulation Study
Don’t want to fall into a trap:

the pitfall of many simulation studies:
(1) there is a simple (low dimension),
true model, which (2) is included as
one of the contending models and (3)
the goal is to select that true model.
Studies of this type favor (at least for
large sample sizes) BIC over AIC
because BIC is designed for this
circumstance.

Buckland, Burnham, and Augustin, Biometrics
(1997)



AIC vs. BIC - Simulation Study
Burnham and Anderson (Springer, 2002), §6.4:

Simulation studies . . . have been done,
but the results when comparing AIC
and BIC performance depend on the
nature of the data generating model
(such as having many tapering
effects or not), on whether the model
set contains the generating model, on
the sample sizes considered, and on
the objective: select the true model or
select the K-L best approximating
model.



AIC vs. BIC - Comparisons

Murtaugh, Ecology Letters (2009):
“Performance of several variable-selection
methods applied to real ecological data”

I argue that there is no ‘best’ method of
variable selection and that any of the
regression-based approaches
discussed here is capable of yielding
useful predictive models.

Validation: AIC, BIC, F ; stepwise(!)/all subsets



AIC vs. BIC - Comparisons

Raffalovich et al., Journal of Applied Statistics
(2008): “Model selection procedures in social
research: Monte-Carlo simulation results”

Our results recommend BIC as the
criterion of choice, but stepwise
regression, with strict entry and
removal criteria, is a feasible second
choice.

True model in data set — naturally favours BIC



AIC vs. BIC - Comparisons
Burnham and Anderson, Sociological Methods
& Research (2004): “Multimodel Inference:
Understanding AIC and BIC in Model Selection”

. . . it must be realized that these two
criteria for computing model weights
have their optimal performance under
different conditions: AIC for tapering
effects and BIC for when there are
no effects at all or a few big effects
and all others are zero effects (no
intermediate effects, no tapering
effects).



A simulation framework

Given true, generating model:

yi = α + β′x i + ri

Define simulation framework:
Genuine out-of-sample fit assessment

Heterogeneity of data sets

Assess predictive fit quality using RMSE

Compare AIC with BIC and other penalties?



A simulation framework
Paper and R package:

SPECIAL FEATURE: 5TH ANNIVERSARYOFMETHODS INECOLOGYANDEVOLUTION

The relative performance of AIC, AICC andBIC in

the presence of unobserved heterogeneity

Mark J. Brewer1,*, AdamButler2 and Susan L. Cooksley3

1Biomathematics and Statistics Scotland, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen, AB15 8QH,UK; 2Biomathematics and Statistics Scotland,

JCMB, TheKing’s Buildings, Edinburgh, EH9 3JZ,UK; and 3The JamesHutton Institute, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen, AB15 8QH,

UK

Summary

1. Model selection is difficult. Even in the apparently straightforward case of choosing between standard linear

regression models, there does not yet appear to be consensus in the statistical ecology literature as to the right

approach.

2. We review recent works onmodel selection in ecology and subsequently focus on one aspect in particular: the

use of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or its small-sample equivalent, AICC. We create a novel frame-

work for simulation studies and use this to studymodel selection from simulated data sets with a range of proper-

ties, which differ in terms of degree of unobserved heterogeneity. We use the results of the simulation study to

suggest an approach formodel selection based on ideas from information criteria but requiring simulation.

3. We find that the relative predictive performance of model selection by different information criteria is heavily

dependent on the degree of unobserved heterogeneity between data sets. When heterogeneity is small, AIC or

AICC are likely to performwell, but if heterogeneity is large, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) will often

perform better, due to the stronger penalty afforded.

4. Our conclusion is that the choice of information criterion (or more broadly, the strength of likelihood pen-

alty) should ideally be based upon hypothesized (or estimated from previous data) properties of the population

of data sets from which a given data set could have arisen. Relying on a single form of information criterion is

unlikely to be universally successful.

Key-words: Akaike Information Criterion, Bayesian Information Criterion, generalized linear

models, likelihood penalization, linear regression, model selection, statistical controversies

Introduction

The topic of model selection continues to receive considerable

attention in statistical ecology. This work will present a brief

review of the topic before examining the most widely used cur-

rent approach, and developing a novel simulation framework

for assessing the performance of a set of model selection strate-

gies. We then suggest how to use this framework as a practical,

data-basedmodel selection strategy. The focus throughout will

be on linear models and generalized linear models (GLMs),

although the general principles extend to all classes of model;

in this context, the term ‘model selection’ will be interchange-

able with ‘variable selection’, although more generally the for-

mer term is more broad as it can involve choosing between

different classes or types ofmodels, for example.

REVIEW

Much current debate and discussion on model selection in

ecology stems from the well-known text Burnham&Anderson

(2002), which recommended the Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC; Akaike 1973) be used for model selection, ideally in a

multimodel context. Theoretically, AIC is optimal in the sense

of minimizing the mean square error of predictions, whereas a

competing metric, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC;

Schwarz 1978), is consistent – that is, it will tend to select the

‘true’ model as the sample size increases to infinity. The con-

cept of a true model is only useful if: (a) it exists and contains

only a finite number of explanatory variables; and (b) the full

set of explanatory variables is available as data. If (b) is not sat-

isfied, Burnham &Anderson (2002, §6.3.4) suggest BIC will in

practice tend to find the ‘quasi-true’ model, one which contains

(only) the subset of explanatory variables from the true model

which are in the data set. A number of authors have argued

that (a) is unlikely to ever be true in biological applications: for

a recent discussion, see Aho, Derryberry & Peterson (2014).

The standard argument (expressed also in Buckland, Burnham

& Augustin 1997) is that the true model is too complex to

model exactly (with number of parameters p greater than the

sample size n), and that effect sizes will tend to taper: there will

be a few large, important effects, followed by very many

decreasing effects. This led Burnham & Anderson (2004) to*Correspondence author. E-mail: m.brewer@bioss.ac.uk

© 2016 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2016 British Ecological Society

Methods in Ecology and Evolution 2016, 7, 679–692 doi: 10.1111/2041-210X.12541



A simulation framework

Important — allow for data set heterogeneity:

Different sites, times, species, etc

Changes in covariate means and variances

Changes in between covariate correlations

Changes in model parameters, in a
“random effect” sense

Generate data sets from known model, use
out-of-sample assessment of prediction.



A simulation framework

Process:

1 Generate data set (and response y )

2 Fit all possible models (dredge in R)

3 Select best models by AICC, AIC, BIC etc

4 Generate second set of data

5 Predictions of y (models at 3; data at 4)

Repeat 1000 times; calculate mean RMSE.



A simulation framework

Generate covariate data
x which enter the generating model (real)

z which don’t (spurious)

from multivariate Normal

For model fitting, remove some x ’s from
covariate set (omitted)

R package on GitHub:
MarkJBrewer/ICsims



Simulation study

Two examples: Strong vs. tapering effects. . .
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Simulation study

Example 1 (Strong effects):
sample new (uncorrelated) x and z only
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Simulation study

Example 2 (Tapering effects):
sample new (uncorrelated) x and z only
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Simulation study

But we should “use AIC for prediction”!?

Why is BIC doing better than AIC here?

BIC more often prefers smaller models, with
(real) tiny effects set to zero

Zero can be a better estimate than the
actual one (can be wrong sign!)



Simulation Study

Example 1 — Strong effects (within sample). . .
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Simulation Study

Example 2 — Tapering effects (within
sample). . .
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Simulation Study
Example 2 — Tapering effects, individual
variables
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Simulation study

Example 1 (Strong effects):
sample new (correlation 0.1) x and z only
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Simulation study

Example 2 (Tapering effects):
sample new (correlation 0.1) x and z only
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Simulation Study

Example 1 — Strong effects (within sample). . .
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Simulation Study

Example 2 — Tapering effects (within
sample). . .
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Simulation study

Example 1 (Strong effects):
high correlation variability (heterogeneity)
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Simulation study

Example 2 (Tapering effects):
high correlation variability (heterogeneity)
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Simulation study

Example 2 (Tapering effects):
low parameter variability (heterogeneity)
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Simulation study

Example 2 (Tapering effects):
high parameter variability (heterogeneity)
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Simulation study — summary

Strength of between-data set
heterogeneity important

BIC better than AIC for more heterogeneity

Be more cautious for predictive model —
use a stronger penalty

BUT RMSE differences often small — does
it always matter?



So what is “optimal”?

Simulation study, prediction vs. penalty:

Consider penalty as a multiplier on p

AIC multiplier is 2

BIC multiplier is log(n)

How is mean RMSE for predictions
affected by choice of penalty?

Two examples, n = 100, 2000 sims. . .



So what is “optimal”?

Example 3 — two strong effects, one very weak
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So what is “optimal”?

Example 4 — two weak effects, one very weak
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So what is “optimal”?

Optimal penalty dependent on relative
effect sizes

Neither AIC nor BIC is “best” (n = 100)

Suggestion: weakest effect “contaminates”
strongest effect in Example 3 through the
correlation

These were simple examples. . .

“Small” samples ≈ not infinite??



Discussion

Some people really love AIC

Between-sample heterogeneity means AIC
not always optimal

Can use ICsims to explore penalties with
real data

AIC-chosen models may not be
transferable(†) from one place/time to
another

(†)Wenger and Olden (2012) Methods in
Ecology and Evolution



Miscellanea



Model importance

Akaike weights for R models as:

wi =
exp
(
−1

2∆i
)∑R

r=1 exp
(
−1

2∆r
)

where ∆i = AICi − AICmin.

Idea is to quantify relative “importance” of
models.



Model importance

Var 1 Var 2 Var 3 Var 4 Var 5 AIC ∆AIC Weight
-0.539 -0.602 1789.73 0.00 0.26

(± 0.244) (± 0.190)
-0.674 -0.609 0.173 1791.38 1.65 0.12

(± 0.336) (± 0.192) (± 0.295)
-0.544 0.003 -0.566 1791.60 1.86 0.10

(± 0.245) (± 0.008) (± 0.214)
-0.090 -0.541 -0.574 1791.66 1.93 0.10

(± 0.333) (± 0.244) (± 0.217)
-0.641 1792.23 2.50 0.08

(± 0.201)
-0.070 -0.670 -0.586 0.167 1793.34 3.61 0.04

(± 0.335) (± 0.336) (± 0.220) (± 0.296)
-0.622 -0.212 1793.34 3.61 0.04

(± 0.198) (± 0.222)
-0.662 0.001 -0.591 0.155 1793.35 3.62 0.04

(± 0.344) (± 0.008) (± -0.591) (± 0.316)



Model importance
Akaike weights for R models as:

wi =
exp
(
−1

2∆i
)∑R

r=1 exp
(
−1

2∆r
)

where ∆i = AICi − AICmin.

Terminology often loose here, using “weight”,
“probability” and even “likelihood”
interchangeably.

Probability ok. . . from a Bayesian perspective?



Model importance

6.3 Overview of Model Selection Criteria 291

effects would mean that the sequence I (f, gj ) is strictly decreasing, which
means that the global model would be the closest to truth and would be selected
asymptotically by both BIC and AIC. Thus, the concerns motivating BIC are
theoretically based on the idea that for a subset of the models, no tapering
effects exist: All models in that subset have the identical value of I (f, g), and
this is the minimum of the K-L information loss over all models in the set.
Then BIC is a criterion that selects from this subset of models the model with
smallest dimension K .

We need a name for this property of a selected model that can appear to be
“true” (as explained above) even though it is not the true model. We will call
it a quasi-true model. In practice, consistent model selection allows, at best,
an inference that a quasi-true model has been found if the selected model has
Pr{gmin} virtually 1 and that model is nested in more general models in the
set. We do not need this concept of a quasi-true model if the global model is
selected; we would not be inclined to think that it is truth. The information-
theoretic approach also does not need this concept, especially given that in
practice we expect tapering effects in our model set rather than any ties in the
K-L information loss values.

To make these concepts less abstract we give a simple example. Let
x1, . . . , x6 be independent normal(0, 1) random variables and let z � x4x5x6.
Given the xi let y � 100+ 15x1 + 10x2 + 5x3 + 3z+ ε, for ε an independent
normal(0, 1) random variable. Let the model set considered be the nested six
regression models for response variable y:

model predictors
1 x1

2 x1, x2

3 x1, x2, x3

4 x1, x2, x3, x4

5 x1, x2, x3, x4, x5

6 x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6

Although y depends on z, y is uncorrelated with x4, x5 and x6; in models 4, 5,
and 6, β4 � β5 � β6 � 0. In this model set, model 3 is a quasi-true model:
The inferential properties of BIC, as regards model 3, are here the same as if
model 3 was the true model.

Another set of six models was also considered: The 6 models above but with
x4 replaced by z. Denote these as models 1z to 6z. Models 1, 2, 3 are identical
to models 1z, 2z, 3z. Now the true model (4z) is in this second model set, but
is nested in models 5z and 6z. Table 6.13 presents Akaike weights (AICc was
used) and BIC model probabilities from one random sample of this example
for each power of 10, n � 10 to 1 million.

In Table 6.13 consider results in the first model set for AICc at n � 10 and
BIC at n � 100,000 (also perhaps at n � 10,000 and one million): w3 � 1,
Pr(g3) � 1. It would be careless, and wrong, to infer from these samples that
model 3 is true. But this pattern of inferential statistics is exactly what will

y = 100 + 15x1 + 10x2 + 5x3 + 3x7 + ε

Mean model weights (n = sims = 1000):
0.000, 0.000, 0.449, 0.262, 0.168, 0.121

So any model which is not too many
parameters different from the “best” model
will have reasonable weight



Variable importance

Again use Akaike weights

Relative importance for variable xi is sum of
weights for models containing xi

Dependent on model set, and balance of
variables in models

B & A suggest using “balanced” model set

However this then restricts choice of
“candidate set”. . .



Variable importance

Again: AIC says nothing about variables
per se

Variables gain “importance” in “+1” models

Note, weights essentially arbitrary for
“spurious” variables

Murray and Conner (2009) Ecology
Plain correlations to find spurious variables
Hierarchical partitioning on remainder
“Akaike weights performed poorly in all
respects”
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P values are only an index to evidence: 20th- vs. 21st-century
statistical science
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OVERVIEW COMMENTS

We were surprised to see a paper defending P values

and significance testing at this time in history. We

respectfully disagree with most of what Murtaugh (2014)

states. The subject of P values and null hypothesis

significance tests is an old one and criticisms by

statisticians began in the late 1930s and have been

relentless (see Commentaries on Significance Testing for

a partial impression of the large literature on the subject

[available online]).2 Oakes (1986) summed it up over 25

years ago, ‘‘It is extraordinarily difficult to find a

statistician who argues explicitly in favor of the

retention of significance tests . . .’’

For the most part, we do not comment point by point,

instead we briefly contrast several historical and

contemporary aspects of statistical science. The empha-

sis is on the information-theoretic (IT) approaches that

permit computing several post-data quantities that are

evidential, avoid conditioning on the null hypothesis,

avoid P values, provide model likelihoods and evidence

ratios, and allow formal inferences to be made based on

all the models in an a priori set (multimodel inference).

HISTORICAL STATISTICS

Murtaugh (2014) reviews several of the historical

methods for data analysis in simple situations; these

methods focus on ‘‘testing’’ a null hypothesis by

computing a ‘‘test statistic,’’ assuming its asymptotic

distribution, setting an arbitrary a level, and computing

a P value. The P value usually leads to an arbitrary

simplistic binary decision as to whether the result is

‘‘statistically significant’’ or not. In other cases, the P

value is stated and interpreted as if it were evidential.

The P value is defined as the pre-data probability:

Probfa test statistic as large as, or larger, than that

observed, given the nullg. That is, the anticipated data are

being thought of as random variables.

Theory underlying these methods for statistical

inference is thus based on pre-data probability state-

ments, rather than on the exact achieved data, and

reflects early approaches (e.g., Student’s influential

paper [Student 1908]). In general, these early methods

are not useful for non-nested models, observational

data, and large data sets involving dozens of models and

unknown parameters. Step-up, step-down, and step-wise

regression analyses represent perhaps the worst of these

historical methods due partially to their reliance on a

sequence of P values. There is a very large literature on

problems and limitations of null hypothesis significance

testing and it is not confined to ecology or biology.

At a deeper level, P values are not proper evidence as

they violate the likelihood principle (Royall 1997).

Another way to understand this is the ‘‘irrelevance of

the sample space principle’’ where P values include

probabilities of data never observed (Royall 1997).

Royall (1997) gives a readable account of the logic and

examples of why P values are flawed and not acceptable

as properly quantifying evidence. P values are condi-

tional on the null hypothesis being true when one would

much prefer conditioning on the data. Virtually

everyone uses P values as if they were evidential: they

are not. P values are not an appropriate measure of

strength of evidence (Royall 1997). Among other flaws,

P values substantially exaggerate the ‘‘evidence’’ against

the null hypothesis (Hubbard and Lindsay 2008); this

can often be a serious problem. In controversial settings,

such as many conservation biology issues, the null

hypothesis testing paradigm, hence P values, put the

‘‘burden of proof’’ on the party holding the ‘‘null

position’’ (e.g., state and federal agencies and conserva-

tion organizations).

In even fairly simple problems, one is faced with the

‘‘multiple testing problem’’ and corrections such as

Bonferroni’s are problematic when analyzing medium to

large data sets. Anderson et al. (2000) provides a more

detailed review of these and other technical issues. C. R.

Rao, the well-known statistician and former Ph.D.

student under R. A. Fisher (see Rao 1992), summarized

the situation, ‘‘. . . in current practice of testing a null

hypothesis, we are asking the wrong question and

getting a confusing answer.’’

Manuscript received 6 June 2013; accepted 9 July 2013;
final version received 17 July 2013. Corresponding Editor:
A. M. Ellison. For reprints of this Forum, see footnote 1, p.
609.

1 E-mail: kenb@colostate.edu
2 http://www.indiana.edu/;stigtsts
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Statistical science has seen huge advances in the past

50–80 years, but the historical methods (e.g., t tests,
ANOVA, step-wise regression, and chi-squared tests)

are still being taught in applied statistics courses around

the world. Nearly all applied statistics books cover only
historical methods. There are perhaps two reasons for

this: few rewards for updating course materials and lack

of awareness of viable alternatives (e.g., IT and
Bayesian). Students leave such classes thinking that

‘‘statistics’’ is no more than null hypotheses and P values
and the arbitrary ruling of ‘‘statistical significance.’’

Such courses are nearly always offered in a least squares

setting, instead of the more general likelihood setting
which would serve those wanting to understand

generalized linear models and the Bayesian approaches.

Murtaugh (2014) argues that P values and AIC
differences are closely related (see his Fig. 2). However,

the relationship holds only for the simplest case (i.e.,

comparison of two nested models differing by only one
parameter). Thus, his ‘‘result’’ is not at all general. We

believe that scientists require powerful modern methods
to address the complex, real world issues facing us (e.g.,

global climate change, community dynamics, disease

pandemics).

21ST-CENTURY STATISTICAL SCIENCE

Methods based on Bayes theorem or Kullback-Leibler
information (Kullback and Leibler 1951) theory allow

advanced, modern approaches and, in this context,
science is best served by moving forward from the

historical methods (progress should not have to ride in a

hearse). We will focus on the information-theoretic
methods in the material to follow. Bayesian methods,

and the many data resampling methods, are also useful

and other approaches might also become important in
the years ahead (e.g., machine learning, network theory).

We will focus on the IT approaches as they are so
compelling and easy to both compute and understand.

We must assume the reader has a basic familiarity with

IT methods (see Burnham and Anderson 2001, 2002,
2004, Anderson 2008).

Once data have been collected and are ready for

analysis, the relevant interest changes to post-data
probabilities, likelihood ratios, odds ratios, and likeli-

hood intervals (Akaike 1973, 1974, 1983, Burnham and

Anderson 2002, 2004, Burnham et al. 2009). An
important point here is that the conditioning is on the

data, not the null hypothesis, and the objective is

inference about unknowns (parameters and models).
Unlike significance testing, IT approaches are not

‘‘tests,’’ are not about testing, and hence are free from
arbitrary cutoff values (e.g., a ¼ 0.05).

Statisticians working in the early part of the 20th

century understood likelihoods and likelihood ratios

Lðh0Þ=LðĥÞ:

This is an evidence ratio about parameters, given the
model and the data. It is the likelihood ratio that defines

evidence (Royall 1997); however, Fisher and others,

thinking of the data (to be collected) as random

variables, then showed that the transformation

�2log Lðh0Þ=LðĥÞ
n o

was distributed asymptotically as chi squared. Based on

that result they could compute tail probabilities (i.e., P

values) of that sampling distribution, given the null

hypothesis. While useful for deriving and studying

theoretical properties of ‘‘data’’ (as random variables)

and planning studies, this transformation is unnecessary

(and unfortunate) for data analysis. Inferential data

analysis, given the data, should be based directly on the

likelihood and evidence ratios, leaving P values as only

an index to evidence. Such P values are flawed whereas

likelihood ratios are evidential without the flaws of P

values. Early statisticians (e.g., Fisher) had the correct

approach to measuring formal evidence but then went

too far by mapping the evidence into tail probabilities (P

values). Likelihood ratios and P values are very different

(see Burnham and Anderson 2002:337–339). Just be-

cause the two approaches can be applied to the same

data should not, and does not, imply they are both

useful, or somehow complementary. Inferentially they

can behave quite differently.

The information-theoretic approaches allow a quan-

tification of K-L information loss (D) and this leads to

the likelihood of model i, given the data, L(gi j data), the
probability of model i, given the data, Probfgi j datag,
and evidence ratios about models. The probabilities of

model i are critical in model averaging and uncondi-

tional estimates of precision that include model selection

uncertainty. These fundamental quantities cannot be

realized using the older approaches (e.g., P values).

Recent advances in statistical science are not always

new concepts and methods, but sometimes an enlight-

ened and extended understanding of methods with a

long history of use (e.g., Fisher’s likelihood theory).

There is a close link between K-L information,

Boltzmann’s entropy (H0 ¼ K-L), and the maximized

log-likelihood. Akaike (1981, 1992) considered the

information-theoretic methods to be extensions to

Fisher’s likelihood theory (Edwards 1992). In his later

work, Akaike (1977, 1985) dealt more with maximizing

entropy (H0) rather than (the equivalent) minimizing K-

L information. Entropy and information are negatives

of each other (i.e., �H0 ¼ information) and both are

additive.

Twenty-first-century science is about making formal

inference from all (or many of) the models in an a priori

set (multimodel inference). Usually there is uncertainty

about which model is actually ‘‘best.’’ Information

criteria allow an estimate of which model is best, based

on an explicit, objective criterion of ‘‘best,’’ and a

quantitative measure of the uncertainty in this selection

(termed ‘‘model selection uncertainty’’). Estimates of

precision, either for prediction or parameter estimation,
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